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NOTICE

Subject:-     Declaration of Marks Of online examination (Tierl) held on  26,09.2021  &
27.09.2021  for the Post Assistant Engineer (Civil) in Delhi Jal Board &
shortlisting Of candidates for Tierll ITechnical) written examination -regarding.

The   DSSSB  vide   advertisement   No.   01re020  dated   01.01.2020   had  advertised   46
vacancies  (UR-20,  EWS04,  OBC-10,  SCO8,  ST04,  Pll/OH",  PH/HHO1)  for  the  post  Of
Assistant Engineer (CMl),  Post Code-03/20 in Delhi jal Board.   Online written examination (Tier-
1)   for  the   post   Of  Assistant   Engineer   (Civil)   Post   Code-03/20   was   held  .on   26.09.2021   &
27.09.2021

2.          The  marks  obtained   by  5967  candidates  who  duly  appeared   in  Tier-I   examination
conducted on 26.09.2021  & 27.09.2021   for the Post Assistant Engineer (CMI) in  Delhi Jal
Board  have  been  uploaded  on  the  Board's  website.     Candidates  can  view  their  marks  by
toogno into their account ln OARS moduki on !!±±E4r..d8cobonlino.nie.i.a .

3.          As  per Advertisement  No.  01rao,  the  examination  scheme  for  post  code-03/20  is  Two
Tier   ITechnical)   Examination.      The   Tier-I   written   examination   is   for   200   marks   &   Tierll
ITechnica» is for 250 marks (200 marks MCQ & 50 marks Descriptive).

4.          Accordingly,  based  on  the  performance  in  the  Tier-I  examination,  628  candidate  have
been   provisionally   shortlisted   for   Tier-ll   written   examination   subject   to   attaining   minimum
qualifying  marks  and  correctness  Of the  information  furnished  by  the  candidate  in  their online
application  forms.  The  shortlisted  candidates  shall  be  informed  separately  for  Tierli  written
examination.

5.           The  Cutoff  marks  for  shortlisted  candidates  for  appearing  in  Tier-ll  examination  is  as
under.-

EWS OBC SC104.81 ST105.78 OH HHCategory UR
As per merit, the minimum qualifying 128.57 104.27 96.73 66.08 85.93

marks for Tier-ll examination only (out
of 200 marks)

6.           Since  documents  have  not  been  called  from  the  candidates  along-with  the  application
forms  as  such  detailed  scrutiny  regarding  eligibility  has  not  been  carried  out,  and  therefore,
mere  inclusion  of  name  in  the  list  of  candidates  qualifying  for  appearing  in  Tier-ll  examination
does not entitled them any right over the post.

7.           Reserved   category   candidates   who   have   obtained   marks   above   or   equal   to   last
shortlisted  UR candidates  have  been  shortlisted  against  UR vacancies and their final  selection
to  the  post  shall  be  considered  in  UR  category,  otherwise  for  selection  in  their  respective
category, subject to availability of vacancies.>,
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9.           While  every  care  has  been  taken  in  preparing  the  list  of shortlisted  candidate,  DSSSB
reserves the right to rectify errors and omissions if any, detected at any stage.

10.        The above short listing candidates for Tier-ll written examination for the post of Assistant
Engineer (Civil) under post code-03/20 jn Delhi Jal Board is subject to outcome of pending court
case,  jf any.

11.        This issues with the approval ofcompetentAuthorify, DSSSB.

$3/ Dy. Secretary, DSSSB


